
Minutes 7:00 PM, 5/5/2016 Conference Call 

RE: 2016 ACWSA Nationals 

Recorded by: Gary Van Kauwenbergh 

Written: 1/6/2016 

 

Attending: Bob Chabalowski, Norm Gibson, Paul Lipka, Gary Van 

Kauwenbergh, and Mike Zandarski  

Thanks again to Paul Lipka for coordinating the conference call.  The meeting convened at 7 pm, 

Wisconsin time.  

I took the liberty of trying to group my notes together by topic, so some items may not be in the order 

they were discussed.  

Action Items: 

1. Paul will contact someone from the 19IN and confirm we’re not missing a registration. 

2. Paul Lipka will be drafting a proposal for using paper revolver cartridges, and sending it to JAG Dan 

Graff for review and Gary Van Kauwenbergh for distribution and voting. 

3. Bob will let us know what size wrenches we need for the frame lag bolts.  

4. Bob will contact Gene Hass about bringing enough ammo.   

5. Bob will contact Doug Steinke and ask if the overhangs have power outlets. 

Minutes: 

1. Paul confirmed no one from 1MI was coming, but wasn’t sure about the 19IN.  Paul will contact 

someone from the 19IN and confirm we’re not just missing a registration.  Gary confirmed no one from 

the 6WI was coming, and that the 8WI had two people coming on the 2WI roster, but would not be 

there as a unit.  

2. Norm stated he would be bringing enough pigeons for all the MI teams, and that all of them were full-

orange, as opposed to those with the black back or rim.  Gary had no idea what the WI teams were 

bringing, but suggested that if mixed pigeons were an issue, we could just trade some with each other at 

the commanders meeting.    

3. Non-standard team sizes were discussed.  Norm pointed out that the 7VA, who wanted to field one 

team of seven, only registered five, so that should no longer be an issue.  Paul pointed out another team 

was bringing eight shooters, and wanted to field two teams of four, because of family pairs.  Gary 

pointed out that all such requests are made at the commanders meetings and voted on by the 

commanders at the competition, not in advance.      

4.  There was consensus that no unregistered competitors would be turned away, but hopefully any 

late-comers would let a registered unit know so we can make sure we have enough targeting. 

5.  Paul Lipka will be drafting a proposal for using paper revolver cartridges, and sending it to JAG Dan 

Graff for review and Gary Van Kauwenbergh for distribution and voting.  

6.  Bob Chabalowski said the range gate would be unlocked at noon on Thursday.  There will be a club 

event there at 5, so we have a 4-5 hour window to get our prep word done and get out of their way.  



7. Bob’s list. 

 a. We need to assemble frames.  Bob will let us know what size wrenches we need for the frame 

lag bolts. We will have extra cross braces.  

 b. Saturday night meal will be Sloppy Joes.  There will be a charge for the meal.  He hasn’t 

figured out the cost yet, but is sure it will be less than $5.   MI will be picking up some sides (e.g., 

coleslaw, potato salad.)  Bob recommends contacting Martins Grocery (877-550-2433) in advance.  For 

desserts, we’re encouraging everyone to bring one to pass. 

 c. Bob will bring: 

  1. Frames 

  2. Paint (for lines on the ground) 

  3. Paper targets.  Note: We will not have N-SSA revolver targets, but using 

Musket/Carbine targets instead. 

  4. Wires 

  5. Ties 

  6. Rope 

  7. Cardboard (for everyone) 

  8. PA system (MI will bring theirs too) 

  9. Air bottle (MI will bring theirs too) 

  10. First Aid Kit (MI will bring theirs too) 

  11. AED (MI will bring theirs too) 

8. MI will bring some tables for the Sale Area. 

9. Dick Tessmann will bring an ATV 

10. MI has the novelty shoot covered. 

11. Bob said the Chief Wa-Ke’-De club president, Doug Steinke, asked for a copy of our insurance policy, 

and Bob referred them to our web site.  Doug will not be at the event until Sunday, and gave us this 

contact person: Reuben Zarria, 574-361-5735, zarria5735@yahoo.com  

12. Bob said the 15 Chief Wa-Ke’-De members were interested in shooting at the hand-on table only, 

not in competing.  Bob will contact Gene Hass about bringing enough ammo.   

13. Bob said we would be handing out individual awards at the opening ceremony on Saturday, and all 

for all the team events except musket at the opening ceremony on Sunday.  The group decided to not 

label all the cockade ribbons to avoid the possibility of mix-ups during distribution. 

14. Norm confirmed we will be using the back of his pick-up for our tower. 

15. Everyone is encouraged to bring their unit flags.  There are three aluminum flag poles on the range 

available. 

16. Someone mentioned bringing extension cords.  I could not see electrical outlets in the pictures of the 

overhangs.  Bob will contact Doug Steinke and ask if the overhangs have power outlets. 

17. Bob Hubbard volunteered to score individual targets.  Here is a copy of the duty roster layout: 
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  WI/IL Region    

  MI Region     

  WI/IL & MI Region    

      

   Tower 
Line 
Safety Stats/Targets 

Hands-
on 

Fri, June 10 10     Darlene VK   

        Bob Hubbard   

  11     Darlene VK   

        Bob Hubbard   

  12     Darlene VK   

        Bob Hubbard   

  1     Darlene VK   

        Bob Hubbard   

  2     Darlene VK   

        Bob Hubbard   

  3     Darlene VK   

        Bob Hubbard   

  4     Darlene VK   

        Bob Hubbard   

  5     Darlene VK   

        Bob Hubbard   

Sat, Jun 11 9     Darlene VK   

  10     Darlene VK   

  11     Darlene VK   

  12     Darlene VK   

  1     Darlene VK   

  2     Darlene VK   

  3     Darlene VK   

  4     Darlene VK   

  5     Darlene VK   

Sun, Jun 12 9     Darlene VK   

  10     Darlene VK   

  11     Darlene VK   

  12     Darlene VK   

 

Respectfully submitted, By Yr. Obt. Srvt., 

Gary Van Kauwenbergh 

 

 

 


